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AbsTrAcT in EnGlish
adoptive parents have turned out to be passionate bloggers. Couples adopting 
internationally are using the internet intensely to share experiences and pieces 
of advice in the form of autobiographical accounts of their (troubled) adoption 
processes. These blogs not only connect a community facing multiple difficul-
ties but, moreover, enact the family where the blood ties are missing. This study 
examines how the blogs of parents adopting girls in China perform parent-
hood by paralleling the adoption to the biological processes of pregnancy and 
giving birth. These blogs illuminate life writing’s “performativity” showing how 
they give the parents a sense of parenthood and offer the adoptees a sense of 
“daughterness”. Moreover, they reveal how the performance of the adoptive 
family not only serves domestic purposes but also legitimates the practice of 
international adoption of children, which is regarded with suspicion by the 
international community. 
AbsTrAcT in sPAnish
los padres adoptivos han demostrado ser apasionados blogueros. las parejas 
que hoy adoptan internacionalmente están usando internet para compartir 
experiencias y consejos en recuentos autobiográficos de sus (difíciles) pro-
cesos de adopción. estos blogs no solo conectan entre sí a una comunidad que 
afronta múltiples dificultades, sino que también construyen una familia allí 
donde no hay lazos de sangre. este estudio examina cómo los blogs de padres 
adoptando niñas en China construyen la paternidad a través de paralelismos 
con los procesos biológicos del embarazo y parto. estos blogs ilustran como 
la escritura autobiográfica es ‘performativa’, cómo en estos relatos se hace a 
los adoptantes, padres y al bebé a adoptar, hijo. Más aún, estos relatos revelan
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cómo esta representación de la familia adoptiva no solo sirve a própositos 
domésticos, sino que también legitima la práctica de la adopción internacio-
nal, vista hoy con suspicacia por la comunidad internacional. 
Keywords: Weblogs, transnational adoption, web-based communities, performa-
tivity.
Today, adoption is no longer denied or avoided by adoptive parents but, 
on the contrary, integrated into a life narrative of which adoptees can 
be proud. This shift not only responds to new approaches promoted by 
developmental psychologists towards the transracial adoptees’ socializa-
tion but also to the emerging socio-cultural context in which each indi-
vidual is meant to have a coherent narrative to understand their lives and 
introduce themselves to others (giddens 1991, p. 215). Much more than 
biological children, international adoptees need a “story of origin” to 
explain where they come from and to introduce their (racial) difference 
to others, and to themselves. in family storytelling and very notably in the 
increasingly public and ritualistic family storytelling on the internet, this 
story of origin is narrated to the adoptees even if they are at the moment 
too young to read it. adoptive parents put considerable effort in register-
ing the adoption process as a means to hand down a story to the adoptees; 
at the same time, these online journals help them to connect with other 
adopters and to enact their parenthood as if given. 
The adoptive families’ storytelling needs to be understood in the frame 
of the spectacular rise of international adoptions of the last two decades 
and the heated debate triggered by it. Multiple factors have a bearing in 
this phenomenon, among others, that, in these years, the demand for 
adoptees has risen dramatically, due to delayed parenthood and the con-
comitant decline of Western couples’ fertility. in the last five years, this 
rise in “demand” has coincided with a decline of the “offer” caused by new 
policies of China and russia (the two largest sending countries), which 
have been restricting the number of international adoptions as a means of 
changing their image of being unable to take care of their children (Selman 
2009, p. 590). uniCef has called attention to the risks involved in inter-
country adoption and the need of strong regulation (uniCef, 2011). 
The considerable sums of money involved in the international transfer 
of children have made international adoption vulnerable to the charge 
of surreptitiously “pricing the priceless child” (Zelizer 1985). even more 
so, the hague Convention that has regulated international adoption since 
1993 has been criticized for being incapable of safeguarding adoption 
from child trade and child kidnapping (Triseliotis 1999, p. 14; Thompson 
2004), and recent ethnographic research into practices of relinquishment 
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shows that birth mothers are insufficiently aware of the consequences 
of their actions and may, in certain cases, act under pressure (Bos 2008, 
pp. 220–221). 
life stories and life writing have played a fundamental role in this 
debate. adoptees from earlier generations – mainly those adopted from 
Korea in the aftermath of the Korean War – have called attention to 
their failed experiences of assimilation through the publication of differ-
ent types of ego-documents (cf. Trenka 2003; Borshay liem 2000; Jung 
2008). in the last years, Korean adoptees have organized themselves in 
different associations – even giving shape to a social movement – and have 
told their story, a story in which adoptive agencies and parents are often 
accused of naïveté and color-blind racism (Kim 2010, p. 15; hübinette 
2004, p. 70). Their experience has impacted enormously the practice of 
contemporary adoption if only because the humanitarian aim that was 
put forward to justify their adoptions by middle class Western families is 
no longer used to explain the transnational adoption of children  (Selman 
2002, p. 223). The experience shared by adult Korean adoptees has also 
been fundamental in shaping new approaches to the raising of adoptees 
in which the racial difference between the adoptee and his/her parents 
is no longer denied. in this context, the adoptive parents’ life writing 
can be understood as one that elaborates new explanations of transna-
tional parenthood. The autobiographical writing on the internet helps 
adopters in the creation of new narratives in which their parenthood is 
enacted; a path is given to assist the adoptees in their racialized identity 
construction. The open and public space of the internet facilitates the 
performance of the family. 
The World Wide Web’s growth in the mid-1990s coincided with the 
boom of international adoption, which was mainly triggered by the 
establishment of an apparatus to facilitate international adoptions from 
China. The internet not only helped to connect would-be adopters with 
agencies in the country of origin, but it also boosted the formation of 
active communities and the creation of multiple parenting sites (anag-
nost 2000, pp. 389–390; Volkman 2003a, p. 3). Weblogs documenting 
adoption processes in which adoptive parents shared their experiences 
flourished. it is not possible to estimate how many adopters read the 
blogs other adopters publish, but blogs probably play a fundamental role 
providing references in a time where the whole culture of transnational 
and transracial adoption is changing, and adopters are on the search for 
new models in which to explain and frame their actions (Volkman 2003a, 
p. 2). Strikingly, blogs create a contact zone between the global geopoliti-
cal sphere and the domestic sphere just like international adoption: the 
private decision of forming or extending a family is shaped by the world 
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economy and international regulations, much like the way the writing of 
a weblog is shaped by its dual condition of an intimate text that is acces-
sible to every internet user even if it is very often addressed to the adoptee 
as an ideal reader. 
in this article, i examine how weblogs written by adoptive parents are 
fundamental to what anthropologist Signe howell (2006) has called the 
“kinning of foreigners” in transnational adoption. recent anthropology 
research (Volkman 2003b; Marre 2004, 2009; Dorow 2006; howell 2006; 
Jacobson 2008) reveals how today adoptive parents invest a lot of cultural 
work to turn their transnationally-adopted children into their next-of-
kin. in Culture Keeping: White Mothers, International Adoption, and the Nego-
tiation of Family Difference, heather Jacobson (2008) argues that is more 
the case when the racial difference between the adoptive parents and the 
adoptee is visible, as in the case of Chinese adoptions. Jacobson describes 
how white adoptive mothers engage in a form of “ethnic labor” register-
ing the adoptees in language lessons, cooking traditional dishes, decorat-
ing their houses with Chinese motives, and so forth. in her introduction 
to an insightful collection of essays on the cultures of transnational adop-
tion published in the journal Social Text, Toby a. Volkman explains that it 
has just been in the last two decades that adoptees are pushed to explore 
their “multiple identities” and the so-called “birth cultures” (Volkman 
2003, p. 2). These identities conflate in origin stories that explains how it 
is that they look so different to the (most often White middle-class) family 
to which they belong. So far research on transnational adoption cultures 
has given little attention to the narratives that adoptive parents use to 
negotiate and construct their identity as an adoptive family. 
for this article, i focus on weblogs created by uS american and Span-
ish parents adopting in China in the last 10 years. a sample of 20 blogs 
was constituted after searching for “China” and “adoption” in the search-
engines of Blogger and Wordpress platforms and following the links 
between blogs forming a community. even if it was beyond the scope of 
this study to estimate the total number of adoption blogs, 100 blogs of 
Spanish parents adopting in China could be indexed. among american 
parents, we may encounter more, but that number is more difficult to 
calculate.1 The uSa and Spain are the two countries adopting the largest 
number of children internationally, and since the mid-1990s China has 
been the undisputed principal sending country. in 2005, the year when 
adoptions from China peaked, uS-americans adopted 7906 Chinese 
1 adoption blogs written in Spanish almost always refer to the adoption of Spaniards, 
whereas in english we find links to adopters in Canada and the uK, among others. for this 
sample, i selected the blogs that appeared to me as actively updated. 
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children and Spaniards 2753. Because of China’s one-child policy, most 
of Chinese adoptees are girls, who have become the (modelic) image of 
the contemporary adoptee in Western countries (Marre and Bestard-
Camps 2004, p. 30; Volkman 2003b, p. 81). The blogs here considered 
were created at the beginning of adoption processes and had the image 
of a Chinese girl as an ideal future reader; in one of the cases, the couple 
was finally assigned a Chinese boy.2
pioneer research on weblogs done by phillipe lejune pointed out how 
in the internet we face the paradox of writing that is as instantaneous 
as speech, in which the private seems to be placed on the outside imme-
diately (lejeune 2009, p. 301). autobiographical studies have begun to 
estimate how the interactivity and the publicity of on-line texts model 
life writing and bring it closer to oral storytelling or to engaging in a con-
versation than to traditional forms of print communication (langellier 
and peterson 2004, p. 166). as weblogs are geared towards an interactive 
audience, the production of meaning would be grounded in this “conver-
sation” in which the feedback of the followers is needed to reinforce the 
identity of the blogger (Serfaty 2004, p. 466). nevertheless, little atten-
tion has been paid up to now on how this feedback impacts the life writ-
ing and creates shared (autobiographical) narratives. 
The question of how online autobiographies differ from those kept in 
notebooks is often tackled without paying enough attention to how the 
traditional notions of author and reader are challenged. instead of a “top 
down” writing process where the author expresses him/herself, we find 
recurrently in blogs a “bottom up” (Turkle 1997, p. 166) writing process 
in which the blogger copies and pastes bits and pieces from diverse texts, 
which are then reproduced from blog to blog. Moreover, the notion of 
readership also changes with the emergence of a “wreader” (landow 2006, 
p. 20) who produces the text following his/her own hypertextual path and, 
rather than following a blog, follows a community of blogs devoted to a 
topic jumping from one to another in an “horizontal” navigation (instead 
of following a vertical, diachronic order). in online life writing, stories are 
transferred and multiplied, and a community of writers–readers is consti-
tuted, in which we can witness the process of consensus-creation. 
in an effort to pinpoint the key features of online life stories, Michael 
hardey argues that these stories “reflect and are immersed in a self 
that is struggling to make choices and establish relationships in a world 
characterized by fluidity, uncertainty, change and ever greater levels of 
classification and surveillance” (hardey 2004, p. 197). This quest for a 
self-identity may not be driven by an effort to state one’s particularities 
2 See Our China Journeys. 
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but one’s belongings. life writing in the public domains of internet may 
differ significantly from traditional life writing in that it is not steered by 
the desire of registering an unconventional life, but by a quest for shelter 
and identification. The blogs of adopters reveal a desire to stabilize their 
identity as parents just like other adoptive parents and as close as possible 
to the “natural” model of biological parents. 
The aDopTiVe pregnanCy
in the numerous weblogs published by adoptive parents, we may trace 
a common “master-plot” (porter abbott 2010, p. 47), a recurring story 
in which the commitment and struggles of the adoptive couple are fea-
tured in two concatenated moments: a waiting period that is presented as 
an “adoptive pregnancy” and an “adoptive birth” of the child, when s/he 
is finally assigned to the couple. The specificity of the autobiographical 
writing – as done within the interactive and participative community of 
the internet – facilitates the enactment of the adoptive family as close as 
possible to the biologically-constituted family and, in this way, “produces” 
the family. 
The blogs are usually started when the couple receives a certificate of 
approval as suitable parents from the local authority, hence at the very 
beginning of the adoption process. as Kim and Matt state in their first post 
“blogging is a very common occurrence in the adoption world”; it is also 
common –as they do next- to refer to the adoption process as an “adven-
ture” or “journey” and to welcome their readers to join them in this com-
plex process. Some years ago, adopting a child from China took 9 months, 
just like pregnancy, but in the last 5 years this waiting period has prolonged 
into a seemingly endless phase due to the decreasing number of children 
available for international adoption from China. in this context, weblog 
writing works as a sort of therapy that helps parents to keep the illusion of 
the positive outcome, i.e. the “birth” of the adoptive family. This therapeu-
tic use of blogs needs to be understood in the frame of the specificity of 
the virtual media and its interactive features. Mar, the blogger behind Mi 
peque vino de China, posted on March 2009 the statistics showing how the 
waiting time for adoptions have lengthened enormously since 2007. The 
post received 17 comments from other blogging waiting parents who were 
also feeling discouraged but had words of hope to each other. “paciencia y 
esperanza son palabras clave para todo este proceso” [pacience and hope 
are key words for this process] wrote “Juan y helena”, bloggers from La 
Gran Aventura China. Élen, the blogger of Farolillos Chinos adds: “cariño, 
no desesperes (…) no sé cuándo, pero va a haber un acelerón, si no, nos 
alquilamos un avión y vamos todos a echarles una mano a los del CCaa”. 
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[darling, do not despair (…) i don’t know when, but a burst of acceleration 
shall come. and if not, we will rent a plane and go to give a hand to these 
guys from the CCaa] (China Center of adoption affairs). 
The adoption blogs are often followed by two groups of people: the 
ones who have offline relationships with the writer – the family, the 
friends and possible acquaintances, and a larger and more active group of 
readers formed by other adopters, most of them also bloggers with whom 
the writer develops an on-line relationship, which may in cases also go off-
line. The first group is usually smaller and less visible in the blogs itself as 
they hardly ever leave comments. nevertheless, we know that these blogs 
are meant to be read by them, because the bloggers usually address their 
relatives as expected readers of their posts. 
The posts about the waiting period can be read as being intended 
to construct the pregnancy in the eyes of the readers and, in turn, of 
the writer him/herself. During this long and difficult time-period, adop-
tive parents have no physical change evidencing the process they are 
going through – being expecting parents – but turn themselves into the 
parents-to-be through the blog writing. as Sidonie Smith argues in “per-
formativity, autobiographical practice, resistance”, the self narrated is 
a self performed. autobiographical storytelling affects the interiority of 
the writer and these expressions of interiority are produced through the 
action of public discourses, which legitimate certain written lives, with 
the result that “[a]n audience implies a community of people for whom 
certain discourses of identity and truth make sense” (Smith 1998, p. 110) 
The performance of pregnancy can be traced in recurrent metaphors 
and motifs deployed by the bloggers. as in biological pregnancies, future 
adoptive parents register the passing of time in a ritualistic way. The tem-
plate of weblogs – in which every post is situated under the date of its cre-
ation – seems not to be enough, so they often include digital applications 
counting the days and weeks gone by since their file was logged in in 
China. Waiting time is transformed into gestating time and divided into 
different cycles depending on the stage of the paperwork. randy & Cara, 
the bloggers behind Our China & South Carolina Adoption Journey, share 
with their followers how they celebrated the milestone of having their 
file gone through the review room, one of the final stages of an adoption 
process: eating Chinese food and watching (again) a documentary about 
abandoned girls in China. Their readers – most of them also waiting for 
their adoptions to be concreted – congratulate them in their comments. 
a recurrent saying about the waiting phase is that adoptive children 
“grow in the heart” during it. in Our Journey to “Bree Mei”, we find a short 
poem titled “not flesh of my flesh” quoted:
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“not flesh of my flesh 
nor bone of my bone, 
But still miraculously my own. 
never forget for a single minute, 
you didn’t grow under my heart, 
But in it.”3
The hierarchical position of the heart may reveal superiority over the 
biological womb-pregnancy, and the bureaucracies and uncertainties of 
the long waiting period may establish a comparison with the rather easy 
biological pregnancy. The bloggers of Our China Journeys give accurate 
reports of the bureaucracies a couple needs to go through when deciding 
to adopt. in the first 20 posts, they inform the readers about all the official 
papers, stamps, and pictures they had to collect in order to send their dos-
sier to China: they keep records of all the bureacracy in a column on the 
right where they add every new process they have to go through adding up 
almost 70. When their file is finally logged in by the Chinese authorities, 
they post a celebratory note: “Whew! another milestone! now the True 
wait begins”. The readers will get an account of how this waiting goes – lon-
ger than expected – until they are assigned a child. But things are still not 
that simple, and they need to prepare a package to be sent to the orphan-
age. one of their readers – “foreign” to the adoption blogosphere, presum-
ably a relative – offers a hand to the troubled parents: “Sounds like lots of 
work ahead! i am not sure if you are interested in help ... but depending 
on the what they recommended as gifts to the orphanage, i would love to 
help buy or make some of them!” The friend/relative wants to help them 
through, but wonders what if the “what” can neither be bought or made, if 
it is something only the adoptive parents can do, in the same way that no 
one can help a pregnant mother to be pregnant.
adoptive parents may feel the need to demonstrate that they can be 
as good or even better than biological parents. The long waiting period 
shows their ability to love and builds a strong attachment with a child 
that they yet do not know. paradoxically, this admirable adoptive par-
enthood does not propose a new approach to kinship, but represents 
the family under the traditional biological model. “The pregnant wait” 
another poem quoted in american adoption blogs puts it simply: “some 
are pregnant/ we’re adopting/what’s the difference/really nothing” 
(McCrossin 2002).
on a first discursive level, adoptive parents prove that they love the 
child as if he or she was their own and that there was no difference 
3 This poem is reproduced in other blogs and is part of a “canon” of adoption poems that 
have been collected in websites such as http://www.scrapbook.com/poems/cat/56.html
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between adopting or having children. But on a second, slightly more 
elaborated level, adopters construct a proud adoptive parenthood, which 
outdoes the “mere” biological one. revealing enough of the “silent pride” 
of adoptive parents is the image of an ultrasound scan where the map of 
China takes the place of the fetus (see figure 1).
Figure 1: Adoptive ‘ultrasound’ widely shared in adoption blogs.
in both, american and Spanish blogs this image is profusely used to 
represent the adoptive pregnancy. in times of communication through 
the internet and digital social networks, ultrasound pictures have become 
a way to communicate and celebrate the future arrivals. adoptive parents 
do not have scans attesting their “pregnancies”, but they share this image 
with pride in their blogs. The adopting-China scan promises that they 
will have a child if they wait long enough but also reveals a vindicatory 
aim: adoptive parents, as the online autobiographies insist, need to go 
through much longer and complex “pregnancies” and pass harder tests 
than those posed to biological parents. 
in this image, the adopter is, strikingly, a womb – a reproductive 
organ/nature – whereas the adoptee is China – a country/culture. The 
scan can be read as caught in a Western ideological order in which 
China plays, among other roles, that of the next world power. Squeez-
ing China’s geography into a womb may speak aloud one of the great-
est (unconscious) fears of (adoptive) parents: the lack of resources that 
they will have when their children come of age. The coming of age of 
Korean adoptees – which entailed the circulation of their stories of failed 
assimilation – haunts, as mentioned before, the practice of transnational 
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adoption today. This scan is, therefore, a tool against the fear construct-
ing the kin bond as if biological between the adopters and the asian baby. 
in this image, nature contains Culture, and we may read this scan as one 
in which the origin of the adoptee as a threatening past is deactivated by 
its subordination (in)to nature. 
This scan also negotiates the belonging and cultural identity of the 
adoptive families. The Chinese origin of the adoptee is acknowledged 
with pride; would they have created this scan if the country of origin had 
been rwanda? (Strikingly, similar images are found in other adoption 
communities, presumably copied from the Chinese adoption scan yet not 
so profusely reproduced as this one. Browsing the adoption blogosphere, i 
found one in which the uterus shows the map of Vietnam and another one 
in which africa as a whole is outlined, as if it would make no sense to iden-
tify particular countries.) anthropological research on families adopting 
in China show how parents engage themselves in a “multicultural parent-
ing” that approaches the Chinese origin as one to be proud of (Volkman 
2003b, p. 34–35; Cheng 2004, p. 74; Jacobson 2008, p. 67). is this pride 
connected to the idea of China as a future world power? or it is more an 
acknowledgment of its imperial past and thousand-year-old traditions? in 
any case, the image ties the child born in China with his/her Western 
mother in an indissoluble as-if-biological relationship and makes China – 
the country – an inalienable part of the life of the adoptive family. 
This sonogram is also often found in Spanish blogs, a journey that 
reveals the existence of an emerging Western adoptive culture. By West-
ern adoptive culture, i refer to shared narratives of transnational kinship 
that resist against the claims accusing adoptive parents of profiting from 
the capital flows of late modernity and third-world poverty. The intercon-
nected blogosphere is fundamental to understanding the emergence of 
this Western adoption culture, as in the blogs we find tropes, poems, and 
images traveling from blog to blog. adopters, such as lisa of Life with 
Briana, look for identification: “When i first dipped my toes into the blog-
ging waters, i came across so many people like myself. i connected with 
people that had experienced the pain of infertility like i had, and i found 
others that were also on the road to adoption (…). i became a part of an 
amazing group of people and it felt so nice”. The community she became 
part of will in the future imply the adoptee’s affiliation to a particular 
minority – the Chinese-adopted americans, which will play a fundamen-
tal role in the negotiation of the adoptee’s racialized identity.
The approach to the racial origin differs in these two countries. amer-
ican blogs often refer to the racial/ethnic difference as a positive and 
distinctive feature of adoptive families. The bloggers of Jazmyne Rose-Noel’s 
Amazing Red Thread Journey Home, for instance, describe themselves as a 
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“proud american-Chinese biracial family”. The Spanish parents, on the 
contrary, avoid phrasing the racial difference as such and prefer to stress 
how their Chinese adopted daughters maintain a cultural “heritage” 
while being at the same time “fully” Spanish. in the blogs, the Spanish 
adoptive parents post images of their daughters dressed in Chinese tradi-
tional dresses as well as with the local Spanish outfits to participate in the 
different festivities.4 The different approach to the racial difference can 
be explained attending the dissimilar discourses of national belonging: 
while the uS is considered to be a nation of immigrants where the citizen-
ship is given to those born in the land, Spain, – as the rest of europe – fol-
lows the jus sanguinis principle of blood-line citizenship. europe political 
communities pose as pre-political and ethnic, while the uS consistently 
builds a national identity that is political and civic celebrating the plural-
ity of its “hyphenated” americans (hedetoft 2002, p. xiv). 
adoptions in China are organized in groups that travel together to 
pick up the children; some Spanish blogs use these shared experiences as 
founding pillars to the construction of a new (Spanish) belonging. The 
bloggers behind La Princesa del Alto post a picture of a group of galician 
girls who were adopted the same day in which they all wear a T-shirt with 
their names on the front and the phrase “as nenas de poyang” – the gali-
cian phrasing for “the girls of poyang”, the city of the orphanage – on the 
back. The picture fixes their belonging to a social group and, moreover, 
links their origin – poyang – with their galician destination. The cultural 
identity of the Chinese adoptees is founded in their travel from poyang 
to galicia acknowledging this way their origin at the same that fixating 
their belonging to home, galicia. The T-shirts reveal the orchestrated 
staging of this belonging, which might be more necessary in Spain where 
the national discourse is more attached to bloodline heritages and local 
identities attached to the land – galicia.
During the adoptive “pregnancy”, the community of readers is there 
to reassure the parents that they are on the right track and that desiring 
so much to parent those imagined girls makes them more suitable candi-
dates for parenthood. This community of “adopters-wreaders” will enable 
the performance of pregnancy in the eyes of the less-participatory read-
ers, which tend to be the ones that are not part of the adoptive circle, but 
offline related to the bloggers and perhaps suspicious about the practice 
of international adoption. a final aim of these blogs may be allocated in 
4 Check for instance the post “los vestidos de Jianxi” in El blog de Chun Yan where the two 
adopted sisters appear dressed in traditional Chinese, the header picture in Mi pequeña 
mariquita Jinghai or “hoy hemos celebrado el santo de rocío” in Esperando a Rocío. 
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how they transform the imagined child, the child-to-be-adopted, into a 
daughter. 
i use the adjective “imagined” to stress that they are not just waiting for 
any Chinese girl there for the taking but for the particular girl to whom 
the blog is addressed. in more than a third of the blogs studied, this girl 
has already a name even if adopters in China cannot even be certain 
of the sex of the adoptee (5%–10% of the adoptees are boys, Volkman 
2003b, p. 53). paradoxically enough, the blog is addressed to this girl 
who most probably has not been conceived yet, but is featured as a “wait-
ing child” suffering from the long separation. esther, the blogger behind 
“Mi niña Candela”, asks the fictionalized adoptee, to trust that they are 
soon going to be together, as they are destined to be. She also explains to 
Candela, the imagined waiting-girl, that during this period their paternal 
love grows stronger. Before being born and before being even conceived, 
the adopted child has a first “building block” for her future identity con-
struction: before being born she is already waiting for her parents, the 
ones destined to meet regardless of her Chinese origin. 
The aDopTiVe BirTh
The idea of a shared destiny between the couple who wants to adopt and 
the child in the orphanage leads us to a second moment in the adoption 
masterplot: the matching. The referral of a certain child to a certain cou-
ple is often communicated through a letter with the picture of the child 
assigned. Bloggers often refer to this moment as “giving birth” and share 
the picture of the adoptee in their blogs, a practice that can be assimilated 
to sharing photos of a newborn. parents may be keener to construct a 
familial story in this interconnected community of blogs rather than in 
baby memory books. Traditional baby books are meant to be completed 
with data about the pregnancy, the birth, and the baby’s first days. adopt-
ers do not always have that information and, as the accounts in the blogs 
make clear, it is not what they want to place at the core of the adoptee’s 
early life story. The custom in blogs is to announce and celebrate the mile-
stones of the adoption process: the “log in” date, frequently called liD, 
the referral and what the american blogs call the “gotcha Day”, the day 
they meet the adoptee in China. in many families, the “gotcha Day” will 
be celebrated in the years to come as a sort of family birthday as Sara, the 
blogger of Angels brought me here, explains: “to me ThaT is her birthday”. 
Through blog writing the parents transform the orphaned Chinese 
baby into one of their next-of-kin. The ultimate challenge is to assure this 
“new born” – a child that has suffered abandonment at least twice: first, 
by being given away by her mother, and second, by being transferred from 
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her caretakers to this new foreign family – an enduring and all-encom-
passing love, the “real” parenthood. The posts about the referral, as well 
as the accounts on the “gotcha Day”, stress the strength of their paternal 
feelings and how everything starts again after being integrated into the 
new family. The bloggers writing needs to demonstrate that this was not 
a child by any means acquired – as this would confirm the swelling criti-
cisms on international adoptions, but one meant to be theirs regardless 
not only of the racial difference, but also of the geopolitical forces that 
shape contemporary adoption of children. The adopters resort to differ-
ent narratives to demonstrate this and provide their children with a proof 
of their uniqueness. 
The argument of a Western responsibility for the world’s orphans was 
used to justify international adoptions in previous decades but is now sel-
dom used (herman 2008, p. 39). Today, rather than referring to the “res-
cue” narrative (cf. Dubinsky 2007), adoptive parents claim to be blessed 
with a magical connection to their internationally adopted children. 
in both american and Spanish adoption blogs, adoptive parents often 
refer to what they call The Red Thread Tale, a story they use as an all-embrac-
ing metaphor of the adoption process. They credit it to be an ancient 
Chinese belief that every child is born with an invisible red thread, which 
binds him/her to those whom they are [or “he/she is”] destined to meet 
regardless of time, place or circumstance. The belief, which is copied from 
blog to blog, assures that the thread “may stretch or tangle, but will never 
break” (Sarah’s story). The Red Thread Tale gives a name to adoption agen-
cies, webforums, blogs, adoption books and to a great number of adoption 
“merchandising”, becoming highly commoditized (cf. garcía and Wessel-
ing 2013). ironically, in China it was previously used to justify arranged 
marriages: the red thread ties the fates of men and women, and furnishes 
the material for numerous folktales about what happens when a man tries 
to kill the girl who is supposed to be his future wife (Birch 2000, p. 39). 
in the adoption blogs, the original tale is never mentioned – most likely, 
the bloggers do not know it – instead, it is used to explain how the child 
assigned to a particular couple is in fact destined to become theirs. The 
Red Thread Tale is often mentioned in the context of the long and difficult 
path the couples need to follow in order to adopt. The adoptive parents 
often explain that they have to “pull”5or “untie”6 the thread; some of them 
describe the process as being “pulled to China” by it.7
5 See “no me olvido de ti”. esther, the blogger of Mi niña Candela also asks the waiting-girl 
to keep the thread tightened. 
6 The motive gives title to the blog Desenredando el hilo rojo. Pase lo que pase desataré todos los 
nudos para llegar hasta ti.
7 See Our China Journeys.
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Strikingly, adoptive parents describe themselves as believing in The Red 
Thread Tale, as if it was a matter of faith. in a post titled “enough red 
Threads to make a Quilt”, Charity shares with her followers her convic-
tion that natalie Wanhan, the Chinese girl they have been assigned, was 
the one destined to become their daughter. She shares what she calls the 
“red threads of her own adoption process”: that the girl was born the 
same day that her grandfather was, has the same astrological sign as her 
adoptive father and their dog, and that they – the adoptive parents – have 
been contacted by people adopting in the same orphanage.
in times of incredulity towards meta-narratives, adopters do not any-
more turn to the religious idea of rescuing souls (herman 2008, pp. 126–
127), but to a story upon which they can re-write their own  experiences. 
The rather sad folktale is transformed into a happy-ending fairytale 
that matches with the celebratory spirit of contemporary international 
adoption.
The use of what they take to be ancient Chinese culture also allows 
adopters to replace the uncomfortable question of the child’s Chinese 
parents with the notion of China as a relinquishing land: instead of imag-
ining the burdens of a mother that gives away her child, they imagine a 
land that “sends” children abroad (a trope also present in the Chinese 
adoptive-scan). none of the bloggers here studied appears to be aware 
that the legend was originally meant to explain love relationships. 
Some adoptive parents do not only believe in the magical Red Thread 
Tale, but also that the Chinese-adoption system warranties a matching 
between the profiles of the parents and the adoptees. Some Spanish and 
american bloggers describe the existence of a “Matching room” where 
as ana states in her blog “una tierna persona une las pequeñas estrel-
las del firmamento” [a tender person works linking the little stars in the 
firmament]. Mar, from galicia, explains to her followers how Chinese 
employees work hard to find corresponding data on the parent’s and the 
daughter’s documents. This fictionalized image of the Chinese bureau-
cracy, as the faith in the Red Thread Tale, reveals how important it is for the 
bloggers to parent a chosen child and not just any there for the taking. 
The meticulous matching of the girl presents another “building block” 
for the adoptee’s identity construction: she is not a girl abandoned, but a 
specially chosen girl, someone really special. 
The adopted girl is not portrayed as taken or removed from her native 
country to a foreign place, but as one born in a foreign land to be taken 
to a place destined to become her home. The belief in the red Thread 
Tale and on the Matching room constructs this idea of a child destined 
to grow up in a different country from which s/he was born. The auto-
biographical writing helps to erase the intricate geopolitical order that 
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allows middle class Western families to adopt children from the so-called 
Third world countries replacing it with a magical destiny. The trip from 
China to the uS or Spain is a trip back “home”. The blogger of “Our Adop-
tion Journey” celebrates, after coming back from China, that they finally 
reached “anna's firST real home ever”. The motive of the “first real 
home” assures the bloggers and their audience that past will not haunt 
them. 
anthropologist Judith Modell states that the cultural model of the adop-
tive family is and has been the biologically constituted family. She argues 
that adopters present themselves “as-if-begotten family” (Modell 2003, 
p. 12) even if that puts them in an inferior position, “a ‘second-best’ way 
of having children” (Modell 2003, p. 129). This provides an interesting 
interpretative frame to the autobiographical writing of the parents. The 
recurrent use of a first person plural – which not only refers to the couple, 
but to the group of parents struggling to adopt from China – reveals a 
vindicatory aim, as if they were a minority group using life writing to make 
their voice heard. Kristin langellier explains that life writing takes often 
the form of a cultural group’s strategy to enact ritual self-definitions about 
their existence, values, and worth (langellier 2001, p. 700). The adoption 
weblogs may be read as an aim to rewrite the institution of the family 
in opposition to the dominant (biological) discourse. They do so sharing 
these narratives that tell an unheard story of parenthood. But, paradoxi-
cally, they end up revealing a need to assimilate their experiences to the 
“real” biological parenthood. Through the autobiographical writing they 
move the adoptive model from its inferior position to a proud superiority, 
which rather than explicated or represented is enacted. 
adoptive parent’s autobiographical writing plays a fundamental role 
in the legitimation of international adoption. in their weblogs, adopt-
ers avoid touching upon the overheated debate, and if they respond to 
the controversies, they do it with persuasive narratives rather than in 
the form of propositional statements. The autobiographical writing con-
structs, projects, and performs the identity of the adoptive family as one 
that is as good as the biologically constituted one. and even as a better 
family: parents have passed through harder tests, and the love for the 
child has grown while the couple struggles with the bureaucracies and 
limitations. The adoptive kinship is here a forever-lasting bond that has 
already managed to pass tests that natural reproduction does not pose to 
everyone. Moreover, the child is carefully matched to the couple. in the 
narrative identity of adoptive families, adoption is not the second best way 
to form a family, but a difficult way with a precious reward, a path for the 
strong ones. 
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The virtual community of adopters – the online social network – is fun-
damental for this performance of kinship as it provides the blogger not 
only with an audience to which their discourses make sense but also with 
a cultural toolkit in the form of an imagined tradition in which to frame 
their experiences and write their own life stories. This process resembles 
the one described by eric hobsbawn of how nationalism invented tradi-
tions that appeared or claimed to be old (hobsbawn and ranger 1992, 
p. 1). in the adoption blogs, traditions that appear to stem from Chinese 
folklore are shared and enacted. apart from the use of the The Red Thread 
Tale as a magic explanation – supposedly Chinese – to transnational par-
enting, we find other mentions to cultural practices that are supposed to 
be asian: ladybugs as symbols of luck, and the custom of making for the 
adoptees a “100 good-Wishes” quilt (in Almendras y Mandarinas we find 
a record of how the different members of the blogosphere send fabric 
squares as a form of wishing the best to the adoptee). These traditions,8 as 
the adopters call them, are perhaps the most visible form of shared adop-
tive narratives. 
The online autobiographical writing of adopters constructs a collec-
tive identity in which identification and difference are negotiated. The 
adopting bloggers provide a first sample of a community to which the 
adoptees will belong, a group in which the foreign origin is acknowledged 
with pride. Several researchers have called the attention to how today 
transnational adoption celebrates the so-called “origin cultures”. The 
aim is to prevent adoptees from the suffering what stemmed from their 
impossible belonging to both origin and adoptive country (as described 
by Tobias hübinette, 2004). 
The blogging of adopters also impacts the adoptive practice present-
ing the truth of the adoptive parents to a society that does not always take 
adoption as a praiseworthy enterprise. adoption literature often refers to 
the adoption triad of the adopters, the adoptees, and the biological par-
ents, the latter being the silenced end of the triad (cf. K.l. Manley (2006) 
for a revision of the position of relinquishing parents in the law, and 
T. a. Volkman (2005) Cultures of Transnational Adoption (2005) for a reflec-
tion of the underrepresentation of birth parents in adoption culture). 
Through their writing, adopters tell their part. They do not do so by tell-
ing their reasons and points of view of the controversies that surround 
the Western demand of children and the Chinese “supply” of them, but 
giving their life stories there to the readers for identification. adoptive 
parents tell how they are driven by love and how the geopolitical forces 
that shape transnational adoption and make possible for them to parent 
8 “adoption traditions” in http://komplexify.com/ladybug/2007/05/
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have nothing to do with their intimate experience. readers get acknowl-
edgment of how hard it is to go through an adoption and how much love 
these parents have to give. The adoptee – as a sort of future, ideal reader 
– gets reassured of the love of his/her parents at the same time that a 
story which they can be proud. Moreover, the autobiographical writing 
not only helps the adopters or the adoptee in their processes of identity 
formation, but also constructs the idea of the family as a cohesive entity. 
for these transnational and transracial families, blogs play a similar role to 
the described by Marianne hirsch (2007) of family pictures and albums: 
it creates a memory of the family, the illusion of cohesion. This illusory 
cohesion is necessary in any family, but perhaps the desire for it appears 
stronger when the family is not the result of biological reproduction. 
The detailed record of the adoption process, the reinforcement given 
by the readers, and the emergence of an adoptive culture with numerous 
“traditions” altogether play a fundamental role in creating parenthood 
in the adoptive parents. Those babies born in the far-away China are in 
this way “kinned” to their parents. Strikingly, this “kinning” is negotiated 
along the lines of racial, ethnic, and class difference creating a “life script” 
for the adoptee. (anthony K. appiah coined the concept of “life scripts” 
explaining how certain minorities have gained recognition in the pub-
lic space transforming scripts of self-hatred into positive life scripts: from 
negro into proud african american, from homosexual and faggot into gay 
pride). Through their life writing, the parents also present a “positive life 
script” for the adoptee: from an abandoned child to a carefully matched 
one, from the surplus of China’s population to a precious citizen of the 
adoption country. But as appiah (p. 161–163) claims, in the politics of rec-
ognition the so-called “minorities” get too tightly scripted lives: they are 
pushed to be proud of their difference as if this difference would explicate 
their whole identity. in the life writing of adoptive parents, adoptees get 
their story written before they can read it (and in many cases, before they 
are even born). We may wonder if adoptive parents are not writing their 
stories so intensively in a compulsion to prevent a mismatching with the 
stories the adoptees will tell in the future.
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